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 Landi Jac is the Global Director of 
Worldwide Business Intelligence,
a company that is dedicated to the 
commercial-, creational-, conscious- and 
cultural education of entrepreneurs across 
the world. Qualified with a Masters Degree 
that combines Economics and Industrial 
Psychology, Landi’s message to 
entrepreneurs places equal importance on 
business and mind.

Her signature IP (Intellectual Property) 
includes The Money Train™, IBUT™,
The High-End Offer Design Process™,
the Entrepreneurial Mind Spy™,
the Worldwide Business Intelligence 
Blueprint™ and other unique holistic 
methodology that supports entrepreneurs 
with cutting edge no-nonsense blueprints, 
infographics and systems that take the 
white noise away from business and give a 
solid foundation to grow from.

As part of the executive board of the Circle of Excellence 
Group, Landi guides the global growth of five companies 
in the personal and professional development field. She is 
a Certified Senior Consultant through the International 
Institute of Professional Consultants and trusted advisor 
to award-winning business leaders from all over the 
world including several global association presidents, 
TedX Speakers, Ernst & Young Award Winning 
Entrepreneurs and Celebrities.



As Editor in Chief of LEAD Magazine, a print and online magazine with a 
reach of 25,000, Landi has guided the brand to be unique in sharing global 
success stories and inspirational feats from across the world and getting 
those stories in the hands of conscious entrepreneurs and leaders to ensure 
they are equipped to overcome their next hurdle.

Landi Jac is one of the few truly unique new breed of thought leaders who 
does what she teaches. You may see her holding a platinum mastermind in 
an 18th Century French Castle, a Business School overlooking the rice fields 
of Bali or joining key clients for a cooking school in Koh Samui, Thailand, but 
you won’t see Landi answering or writing emails. She doesn’t use email. By 
using the intelligence she teaches Landi is able to live a life of Prosperity, 
Freedom and Purpose, working with whom she wants, when she wants, 
where she wants and how she wants.

*IIOPC - International Institute of Professional Consultants 
Editor-In-Chief

TOO MANY TIMES, 
WELL-MEANING, 
INTELLIGENT AND 
TALENTED 
ENTREPRENEURS 
ARE TURNED
INTO ZOMBIES

- LANDI JAC
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TYPICAL 
INDUSTRIES
• Business Networks
• Entrepreneurial Communities
• Professional Development
• Personal Development
• Speaker Industries
• International Schools
• Business Schools

POPULAR 
AUDIENCES
• Leaders
• Business Network Owners
• Entrepreneurs, Coaches,
• Consultants, Speakers
• Professionals
• Award-Winners
• Experts

300%

40+
Number 
Countries 
Spoken In 

ACCOLADES
SPEAKER

50+

INTERNATIONALIST

Total Countries 
Visited

8

SUBJECT MATTER 
EXPERT

PUBLISHED BOOK

Number of Trademarked 
Business Technologies

50+
Number of 
Events Hosted 
Per Year

GLOBAL EDUCATOR 

20, 000+

LINKEDIN ALL-STAR

Total LinkedIn 
Following

1
The Book of Sacred 
Prescriptions
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WORLDWIDE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
FOR ENTREPRENEURS
Overview

Why are there so many entrepreneurs with so little success, especially during a time where 
anyone can Google anything? Business networks around the world are doing everything to 
provide support to business owners, and co-working business hubs are popping up to create 
a sense of community for entrepreneurs. However, according to the latest Business Insider 
statistics, nine out of 10 startups still end up failing. In Landi’s business travels to now over 
50 countries, she has personally ask these questions to thousands of entrepreneurs from all 
over the world. The result is a keynote packed with powerful business intelligence that will 
finally provide the answers that your entrepreneurial audience have been seeking.

What to Expect

Landi Jac will cover the top three challenges that most entrepreneurs face, and what 
entrepreneurs from all over the world are doing to overcome them:
1. Competence
2. Confidence
3. Clarity

Your audience will receive some of the latest, highly filtered content that they can 
immediately apply to their businesses, as well as inspiring stories from traveling the world. 
She will be sharing awe-inspiring case studies from some of the amazing entrepreneurs she 
meets along the way, some of which are published in LEAD Magazine, a conscious 
publication for Leaders of which she is Editor in Chief. 

Learning Outcomes

On completion of the talk, the entrepreneur in your audience will:
• Have a workable knowledge of the top skills that all entrepreneurs of today
   should focus on
• Understand the building blocks of confidence and why it’s essential for business growth
• Be equipped with tools that provide the clarity that all entrepreneurs of the
   world need urgently 

KEY TOPIC 1
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THE UNTAPPED MINDSET TOWARD
GLOBAL SUCCESS
Overview

Success as a business professional depends on much more than the profit you make or the 
quality you create. More than often, our best intentions get sabotaged by the madness of 
our mind that leaves us in a falsely created reality of broke-ness, being stuck and a sense of 
overwhelm. During this talk, Landi will share her unique insights on how to transform your 
mind from Discontent to Cheerfulness, from Distraction to Clarity, from Disease to 
Comfort and from Distrust to Confidence. This practical series of tools will provide you with 
a new set of eyes to take on business, become more resilient as an entrepreneur and thrive 
in the process of achieving goals.

What to Expect

Landi Jac will cover four transformational strategies that turn business professionals into 
high-impact leaders:
1. Move from a Discontented State-of-Mind to Cheerful Thinking
2. Manage Daily Distractions and Enter the Realm of Clarity
3. Transform a Dis-eased Mindset into Internal Comfort
4. Replace Distrust with Confidence in Your Abilities

Your audience will gain a deeper understanding into the patterns, imprints and mindsets 
that keep their businesses stuck and overwhelm them into constant states of stress and 
anxiety. Landi will provide step-by-step road maps to transform your life and reclaim the 
version of yourself that you were meant to be. She will entertain your audience with 
animated analogies and tales of what the mind can do to us once we buy into the false 
realities that creates.
Learning Outcomes

On completion of the talk, your audience will:
• Be able to identify the imprints, blindspots, undercurrents and tunnelings that sabotage
   their victory in life
• Have access to practical step-by-step strategies to transform their professional energy
• Get workable tools to apply mind mastery in their businesses and lives

KEY TOPIC 2
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GLOBAL
DIRECTOR
AND FOUNDER

WORLDWIDE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Worldwide Business Intelligence is the part of our group which holds all rights to 
intellectual property including seven trade marked systems for business 
prosperity. It licenses content and systems to coaches, consultants, incubators 
and business hubs.

www.worldwidebusinessintelligence.com

THE GLOBAL EXPERT INSTITUTE
The Global Expert Institute is a home for anyone who considers themselves an 
expert in their field. The institute provides advice on branding, ideas, marketing, 
sales, positioning and combines that with product licenses from Worldwide 
Business Intelligence.

www.globalexpertinstitute.com

6 CONTINENT EVENTS
With over 1750 events run in 50 countries since 2006, 6 continent events 
specialises in events for entrepreneurs and business people. These include 
masterminds, summits, workshops, retreats and business in paradise.

www.6continentevents.com

RING OF STEEL INVESTMENTS
Ring of Steel is where our own ring of steel invests in projects, brought to us by 
members of the Circle of Excellence. These can include property and resort 
investment, business expansion investment and global footprint investment.

www.ringofsteelinvestments.com

LEAD MAGAZINE
Featuring the worlds Changemakers, many of whom are Circle of Excellence 
Members. LEAD Magazine focusses on 'when making a difference is as important 
as making a profit'.

www.lead-magazine.com
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 Landi Jac has given me such great insight 
into areas that I had no idea about – in terms of 
how to reach out to people, how to develop the 
relationships and pull them into my major 
programs going forward. I have been hiring her 
brain while I was with them in Tuscany! I have 
seen what Landi’s brain can produce and knew 
that this was the best investment for me AND 
for my business AND for my clients. 

- Elias Kanaris, Current President of the
  Global Speakers Federation (2018-2019),
  Founder of the CEO Global Summit,
  New Zealand

In my upcoming GSF role, I want to be working as 
a President and as a Consultant. I picked Landi 
Jac and Mike Handcock as my mentors – why? 
Well, they have a phenomenal approach where 
you can work on your whole business and while 
you have fun doing it. For me, the three most 
important items are that we worked 
step-by-step on my global business. I now have 
all the content that I need in place, I have a sales 
presentation that looks phenomenal and we 
worked also on the relationships that I have with 
my family, my friends and my partner, my team 
and my clients. So there is a good work-life 
balance in it as well. I love their program, they are 
the best!

- Paul ter Wal (LLM, CSP, FPSA)
  International Human Capital Consultant,
  Team ANDARE, President-Elect Global
  Speakers Federation, Netherlands

I’m the Winner of HerWorld Woman of the Year 
and SME ASEAN Award for Innovation Over the 
past few years, Landi Jac and Mike Handcock 
have been instrumental in guiding us towards 
our success. We now have so much clarity in 
terms of the direction in which our company is 
going and how to productize further with what 

we already got. We are looking forward to the 
growth of our company, and growing further with 
this team!

- Anne Tham, CEO: ACE Adventure Group
  of Companies, Malaysia

Landi Jac is the official Business Intel Mentor of 
some of the most inspiring and award-winning 
leaders on this planet, such as Anne Tham 
(HerWorld Women of the Year), Elias Kanaris 
(upcoming President of the Global Speaking 
Federation) and Matthias Gelber ("3rd Whale's 
Greenest Man on This Planet"). If you are looking 
at playing a bigger game in business and life, find 
out where she is in the world and get there!
- Gregory A Borris, C-Level Executive at
  Fast-Growth Turnarounds,
  United States of America

Landi Jac is a vivacious speaker on large stages 
and knows her stuff on personal development 
covering Mind, body and soul. As a coach and 
consultant, she ranks at the top of her game and 
has the ability to turn businesses around with her 
far-sighted strategies.
- Cany Bugler, Managing Director
  at Tri-Active Events, South Africa

Landi Jac has got amazing knowledge - I have 
been working in my field for 23 years and 
attended many courses and programs, but I've 
learned so much from Landi! She has clarity, 
wisdom, really good resources, corporate 
background and great knowledge that she brings. 
She makes it simple, chunks it down and it's really 
fantastic. I'm really excited about working with 
her on an ongoing basis, as she really knows her 
stuff. I recommend you join
in too.
- Robyn Pearce (CSP) "Time Queen",
  Owner: Getting a Grip, New Zealand
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www.linkedin.com/in/landijac

https://www.facebook.com/landijac144

www.worldwidebusinessintelligence.com

WE HELP 
CREATE 
PROFITABLE, 
SUSTAINABLE 
CONSCIOUS 
LEADERS

https://www.instagram.com/landi_jac/


